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Abstract

   The geographical distribution of DNS authority servers highly affects
   the DNS query latency and financial costs.  This document proposes an
   approach on optimizing the geographical placement of DNS authority
   servers so that the DNS query latency is highly reduced while the
   financial cost is within its budget.
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1.  Introduction

   Domain Name System [RFC1035] is one of the most important components
   of Internet infrastructure and enables the association of the human
   memorable domain names and their corresponding information like
   routable IP addresses.  It is revealed by Google that in average
   Internet users need hundreds of DNS lookups to be done in a typical
   browsing day [BROWSE].  Even for one page, multiple domain name
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   resolutions are needed since contents from many other domains are
   incorporated to one page.  So the quality of service (QoS) of other
   Internet applications highly depends on the DNS system.

   Also, with the development of telecommunication access technology,
   the network latency but not the bandwidth gradually becomes the main
   impediment for improving the QoS of web service, for the bandwidth
   price is becoming lower and lower.  Moreover, for web service
   providers, their revenue and profit are greatly affected by network
   latency [Web.Latency].  For instance, Amazon estimates that the
   Internet latency inversely correlates with revenue and profit, and
   every 100 milliseconds increase in latency cuts profits by 1%. So
   shortening DNS query latency is an efficient way for improving the
   QoS of other Internet applications.  Here the DNS query latency is
   defined as the time difference between the time when a stub resolver
   sends a DNS query and receives the corresponding response.

   Nowadays, due to security threat like DDOS and the deployment of
   DNSSEC ([RFC4033] [RFC4034] [RFC4035]), the processing capacicy of
   DNS authority servers needs to be increased and at the same time more
   bandwidth resource has to be added.  And the launch of new gTLDs
   means that more DNS authority servers need to be deployed in the DNS
   hierarchy.  However, to the best of our knowledge, there is still no
   rigorous authority server placement method yet and thus DNS operation
   engineers only rely on their personal experiences, which may lead to
   sub-optimal authority server distribution and thus long DNS query
   latency and high financial costs.

   Fundamentally, there are two ways to shorten the DNS query latency;
   one is shortening the processing latency on DNS servers (both
   authority and recursive servers); the other is reducing the network
   latency between authority and recursive servers as well as that
   between stub and recursive servers.  The processing latency on one
   authority server usually relates to the rate of incoming DNS queries
   (whose unit is query per second, QPS for short) and specifically
   larger the QPS is, longer the processing latency is.  For network
   latency, since recursive servers are usually very near to stub
   resolvers, we just take the network latency between authority and
   recursive servers into consideration.  For simplicity, we define
   Domain Name Resolution Delay (DNRD) as the difference between the
   time when one DNS recursive server sends one DNS query to and
   receives the corresponding response from a specific authority server.
   Then DNRD is almost the Round-Trip Time (RTT) between the DNS
   authority servers (of root domain, top level domain, second level
   domain et al.) and DNS recursive servers, plus the processing latency
   of that DNS query on the authority server.  Finally, the main object
   of this document is to minimize the DNRD by reasonably select the
   location of authority servers without the financial costs exceeding
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   their budget.  The financial costs of operating authority servers
   mainly consist of two parts: one is the fixed expense including
   equipment purchase cost, room rental cost, et al; the other is
   variable expense such as bandwidth rental cost, electricity fees, et
   al.  Usually, different locations have different price level and then
   different geographical distribution of the same authority servers
   leads to different financial costs.

1.1.  Terminology

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

2.  Use cases and scenarios

   Fundamentally, there are three main use cases on DNS authority server
   placement.

2.1.  Geographically distributing all authority servers

   DNS system works in a decentralized fashion and a new DNS zone can be
   created through the delegation from its parental domain.  Several (or
   tens of even hundreds of ) authority servers having the authority for
   such new DNS zones have to be deployed for providing authoritative
   resolution service.  For instance, due to the launch of new gTLDs,
   many authority servers have been being deployed.  When the financial
   cost upper bound is given, the question is where to geographically
   place these authority servers so that the DNRD is minimized on the
   condition that the financial cost is within its upper bound.  Here,
   at least two questions should be answered.  One is which potential
   locations should be selected as actual locations; the other is how
   many authority servers should be placed on each actual location.

2.2.  Geographically distributing newly-added authority servers

   For some existing DNS zones, there are some running authority servers
   already.  However, due to the reason like further reducing the DNRD
   or decreasing the financial cost, more authority servers will be
   added without changing the location of already deployed authority
   servers.  Then the location of newly-added authority servers has to
   be carefully selected to reduce the DNRD as much as possible with a
   decreased budget.
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2.3.  Readjusting geographical distribution of all authority servers

   Since now the authority servers are geographically placed by
   operation engineers by their personal experience, the authority
   server placement method may not be optimal.  Then the DNRD may be too
   long and the financial cost may be too high, which calls for
   readjusting the geographical distribution of all currently deployed
   authority servers so that the DNRD is shortened and at the same time
   the financial cost is reduced.

3.  Authority server placement approach

3.1.  Problem statement

   The problem of authority server placement is like this: given a set
   of potential locations (which number in thousands even tens of
   thousands) for placing authority servers, which locations (which
   usually number in less than ten or tens) should be selected to obtain
   a relatively low DNRD without the financial cost exceeding its upper
   bound.  Towards this problem, at least two questions should be
   answered.  One is which locations should be selected as the actual
   location for placing authority servers?  The other is how many
   authority servers should be deployed on each selected location.
   Here, we assume the authority servers are homogeneous and thus have
   the same processing capacity.  And multiple even tens of authority
   servers can be deployed at the same location for the convenience on
   DNS operation and zone file synchnization.

   To answer these two questions, at least the following three kinds of
   data should be provided.  The first is those relating to the DNS
   recursive servers, such as RTT between those potential locations and
   DNS recursive servers and the query rate of each DNS recursive
   servers.  The second is those relating to the financial cost, like
   the bandwidth price, the electricity price, the room rent price,
   equipment maintenance price on each potential location and as well as
   the authority server purchase price and the total financial budget.
   The third is those relating to the authority server, such as the
   capacity of each authority server (whose unit can be handled queries
   per minute or hour) and the processing latency which relates to the
   QPS of the authority server.  Since the number of recursive servers
   is very large, it is better to only choose a small part of recursive
   servers according to some policies (such as randomization or only
   choosing top N recursive servers) and just to measure the RTT between
   those selected recursive servers and potential locations.

   With all above input data, the authority server placement approach
   should output one specific authority server placement scheme with
   lowest DNRD on condition that the actual financial cost is within its
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   budget.  In fact, the authority server placement problem is one kind
   of optimization problem and thus some approximate optimization
   algorithm such as simulated-annealing algorithm [SA] can be used to
   solve this problem.

3.2.  Optimization goals

   Fundamentally, the goal of the authority server placement is: 1).
   Minimizing the average DNRD on the condition that the financial cost
   does not exceed its upper bound; 2).  Minimizing the maximal DNRD
   with the financial cost within its upper bound.

3.2.1.  Minimizing the average Domain Name Resolution Delay

   Average DNRD is calculated by averaging all DNRDs between authority
   servers and recursive servers which here only refers to those
   selected ones but not all the recursive servers just as mentioned
   before.  The efficiency of a given DNS zone can be evaluated by its
   average DNRD.  Specifically, lower the average DNRD is, better the
   efficiency is.  Theoretically, when the financial cost is given,
   there is at least one DNS authority server placement scheme making
   the average DNRD be the minimal.

3.2.2.  Minimizing the maximal Domain Name Resolution Delay

   Minimizing the average DNRD may shorten the DNRD of a large part of
   recursive servers but may prolong that of a small part of recursive
   servers with a high probability, so this strategy (namely Minimizing
   the average DNRD) does improve the efficiency but may not obtain good
   fairness.  Towards this issue, the goal of authority server placement
   can be transferred from minimizing the average DNRD into minimizing
   maximal DNRD.  Then the difference between the largest and smallest
   DNRD experienced by recursive servers is minimized, which means the
   recursive servers get almost the same DNRD and thus the fairness is
   achieved.

3.3.  Authority server placement algorithm

3.3.1.  Best Efficiency Server Placement Algorithm

   The input of this algorithm is as follows:

   1.  The data relating to DNS recursive servers:

   1).  The RTT between potential locations of authority servers and
   selected recursive servers.  Here, the RTT data can be obtained
   through the network measurement technology like PING or TRACEROUTE
   [RFC4560].
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   2).  The average query rate (whose unit can be queries per minute or
   hour) of each recursive servers, which can be obtained from the log
   of DNS recursive servers.

   2.  The data relating to financial cost:

   1).  The bandwidth price of each potential location.

   2).  The electricity price of each potential location.

   3).  The room rent price of each potential location.

   4).  The equipment maintenance price at each potential location.

   5).  The price of one authority server.

   6).  The total financial budget.

   3.  The data relating to authority servers:

   1).  The processing capacity of the authority server, like maximum
   QPS of one authority server.

   2).  The processing latency which relates to the QPS of the authority
   server.

   The output of this algorithm is as follows:

   1).  The potential locations that is selected as the actual location
   to place authority servers;

   2).  The number of authority servers placed on each selected
   authority server location.

   3).  The recursive servers that each authority server serves.

   4).  The bandwidth should be purchased for each actual location of
   authority servers.

   The methods used for solving this algorithm:

   Enumeration can be used to generate the best output; however,
   enumeration will lead to very high computational complexity which
   make this intuitive idea impossible.

   Some approximate optimization algorithm such as simulated-annealing
   algorithm [SA] can be used to obtain an output (that may not be the
   best one but we can accept) with a much lower computational
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   complexity compared with the enumeration.  However, the performance
   of this kind of algorithms like simulated-annealing algorithm is not
   as good as we expected, thus the improvement of such algorithms is
   highly needed.

   In fact, the problem of DNS authority server placement is NP-hard.
   For instance, the computational complexity of selecting 50 locations
   from 1000 potential locations is about C(1000, 50) which is as large
   as 10^64!

3.3.2.  Best Fairness Server Placement Algorithm

   Best efficiency means the maximal DNRD is minimized.  So the object
   of this algorithm is to make the maximal DNRD be as small as possible
   on condition that the financial cost does not exceed its upper bound.
   The input and output of this algorithm is the same as the above
   algorithm except the optimization object of this algorithm is to make
   the maximal DNRD be the lowest one.  And of course some approximate
   optimization algorithms like simulated-annealing algorithm [SA] can
   be used to reduce the computational complexity.

3.4.  Discussion

   Above two server placement algorithms are applicable for those three
   mentioned scenarios.  In the scenario two, only the location of one
   part of authority servers but not all needs to be fixed while in
   scenario one and three, the location of all authority servers needs
   to be fixed.  So the algorithm used in scenario two can be seen as
   one specific case used in scenario one and three.  Specifically,
   adding some restriction conditions to the algorithm used in scenario
   one and three can form the algorithm used in scenario two.  In a
   word, the input and output of algorithms for these three scenarios
   are exactly the same, though the method of solving server placement
   algorithm in scenario two is a little different from that in scenario
   one and three.

4.  IANA consideration

   This document does not call for changes or additions to any IANA
   registry.

5.  Security considerations

   TBD.
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